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4th Edition

Dear comrades!
Dear friends!

I am pleased to present you the 4th edition
of our magazine "Lazarus – Around the
World" in time for the beginning of the year,
which
hopefully
contains
something
interesting for everyone again thanks to the
provision of contributions from all over the
world. Also in this issue are again recipes
and a book recommendation. Our travel
recommendation takes us to India in this
issue. To keep the upcoming issues
interesting again, I would like to repeat my
call:
___________________________________
Please provide me with your reports,
recommendations and recipies!
___________________________________
As to upcoming events in this respect, we
cannot publish any reports on this issue
either. Unfortunately, we are not yet able to
say which events will take place in the first
three months of the new year. And since
"Corona" still keeps us firmly under control,
we will give space to this topic in this issue
as well. I wish everyone a pleasant reading
of this edition.

In addition, I wish us and all our friends
all the best and, above all, health for the
New Year 2021.

Lothar Gellert
General Plenipotentiary
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THE LAZARUS UNION
STILL FIGHTING
“CORONA”

4th Edition

REPORT FROM ITALY
By Alexander Virgili
The COVID-19 pandemic has arrived in a
sudden and unexpected way. The outbreak
changed our lives forever and made us
rethink our lifestyles and habits. We have
experienced the emergency in a particular
way, in the forefront to try to fight the spread
of Coronavirus. The Corpo Italiano di San
Lazzaro was there and we did our part. In
relatively few years our organization has
developed nationwide and this has allowed
us to actively participate in the emergency
response effectively and professionally.

REPORT FROM BRAZIL
By Roberto Ortiz
The situation of the COVID Pandemic
spread in Brazil is reaching alarming levels
with more than 180.000 deaths and almost 7
Million infected.

A special recognition goes to the Lazarus
Union that has supported us from the very
first moment. The Union proved once again
that we are all part of one big family.

The way to fight the disease and protect the
people is not a consensus, we still don’t have
vaccination scheduled and we keep having
political combats about everything.

My biggest thanks go to all the Volunteers
that despite the great difficulties wanted to
help our communities.

By this weekend, because of the funds
collected with the Pro Bono Universae
Medal, the Lazarus Union Brazil should
increase its charitable actions. But due to the
pandemic situation I decided, along my
national board, to stop all the charitable
missions for at least 10 to 15 days.

Our Main Acitivities are:
01 PSYCHOLOGICAL & SOCIAL
SUPPORT

We will get back to the missions when we
have new security protocols and when the
situation in Brazil is easier to see and to
evaluate.

Our Volunteers, trained in the psychological,
sociological and welfare disciplines, have
been available to give emotional and
relational support in situations of anxiety and
stress. This service is available from March
2020 and ongoing.

As we have performed a fundraising, I think
it is very important to let it clear to you the
usage of these funds and let you know that,
after the decision of stopping the missions
for now, the money will be mainly used by
the beginning of 2021.

02 INFORMATION & SOCIAL MEDIA
CAMPAIGNS
Information activities on the territories and
through social media to spread a correct
prevention culture and fight the spread of
fake news.

All the best from Brazil,
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03 FOOD & COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION

The control of ports, stations, roads and
parks is fundamental for enforce the red
zones and limiting the spread of the virus.

We have helped to carry out public events
safely and according to the new COVID-19
regulations Our main hubs for the COVID-19
emergency response in Italy are, from South
to North: Naples (national HQ), Pozzuoli,
Rome and Livorno. From those cities the
local Groups of Corpo Italiano di San
Lazzaro have carried out acitivities at
provincial and/or regional level. We are
working to open a new Group in Cagliari that
will coordinate the operative activities in the
Sardinia island from 2021.

05 TENTS ASSEMBLY FOR HOSPITAL
TRIAGE STATIONS

Income of the support

The economic crisis sharpened from the
emergency has resulted in the loss of
income for many people who have turned to
NGOs for basic needs support.
04 POPULATION MANAGEMENT &
PATROLLING

Public and Private

The overcrowding of the hospitals required
the setting up of tentsoutside the structures
in order to carry out the triage in safety
withpersonnel equipped with specific
equipment.

Private donors, mostly from Italy and
Europe, have greatly contributed to our
efforts during the pandemic. Local
institutions have mainly supported through
the donation of materials and items for the
Volunteers (masks, etc.).

06 HEALTH & SANITARY CONTROLS IN
CHECKPOINTS

Also, the Italian Corps have distributed
maerials provided by Cities and Regions.

Checkpoints have been set up in the areas
of greatest transit of the population. Our
Volunteers have carried out health and
sanitarycontrols to make sure that people
with high temperature were placed in solitary
confinement.

LAZARUS UNION
The main source of support came from the
Lazarus Union Relief Fund. The Italian
Corps is the national branch of the Lazarus
Union, international NGO that coordinates
the activities worldwide. The Relief Fund
have provided to almost 70% of the total
resources received for the emergency
response.

07 MEDICATIONS DELIVERY
A support designed for people most at risk
and the elderly, who are asked to limit their
movements.
08 SUPERVISION IN POLLING
STATIONS DURING ELECTIONS

What we have achieved:
The pandemic has put our skills to the test.
Nontheless we have greatly supported the
national and locations institutions in the
pandemic response. In particular the
Regions of Campania, Lazio and Tuscany
and the Cities of Naples, Pozzuoli, Rome
and Livorno have experienced the main

During the pandemic, elections for the
referendum and for regional councils were
held in Italy. In this context, our Volunteers
carried out control activities to ensure a
democratic process in safety.
09 SUPPORT FOR PUBLIC EVENTS
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activities at thebeginning of the pandemic
during the most critial moments.
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Maharashtra: Maharashtra is an Indian state
with an area of 307,762 square kilometers
and over 112 million inhabitants (2011
census). The capital of Maharashtra is
Mumbai, the official language of Marathi.

OUR TRAVEL
RECOMMENDATION

Diversity comes naturally in this third-largest
state by area and second most populated
state in India. This state can also be called
the land of scholars, saints and actors as
many of the people from Maharashtra have
succeeded in the fields mentioned above.
Maharashtra is known for its purogami
culture (forward culture). 'Maha' means big
and 'Rashtra' means nation. Maharashtra is
indeed 'Maha' in its size, population and
culture. Maharashtra is famous for its unique
customs and practices. This state his best
destination who love history and hiking as
we have lot of Forts spread in various part of
Maharashtra.
Maharashtra
is
easily
accessible for world due to its capital
Mumbai which is also called Financial
Capital of India.

Dear comrades, today we want to take you
to an area to which the journey is a little more
complex, but which certainly belongs to the
beautiful spots of the earth. Our
Commander-in-Chief and Ambassador Prof.
Dr. Dinesh Sabnis presents his native India
for us. Let's report him here:
India is one of the most religiously and
ethnically diverse nations in the world, with
some of the most deeply religious societies
and cultures. Indian culture, often labeled as
an amalgamation of several cultures, and
has been influenced by a history that is
several millennia old. India is one of the best
travelling destinations for the tourist
especially interested in understanding
cultural impacts, love trying diverse food &
love learning various languages & most of all
experiencing various festivals. Every state in
India has its own uniqueness and ambiance.

Goa: Goa is the smallest Indian state. It is
located on the central west coast of India,
with an area of 3702 square kilometers and
a population of just under 1.5 million (2011
census). The capital Goas is Panaji, by the
Portuguese Pangim, called Panjim by the
British.

India has been country of peace loving and
that’s the reason Indian army has been till
now involved in 49 Peace Mission projects
and have contributed to United Nations at
various level in developing peace &
Tranquility.
Today I would like to share about two states
of India in particular that’s Maharashtra &
Goa. Both this states are close to my heart
because one state is wherein I have born
and grown up while other has my ancestral
history.
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Maharashtra was founded in 246 BC.
Already mentioned in a document and also
in an inscription of the Chalukya from 580
A.D. the area is mentioned and claims that it
consisted of three provinces and 99,000
villages. The name Maharashtra appears in
another inscription of the 7th century and is
also described in the accounts of the
Chinese pilgrim monk Xuanzang. The first
written records of the area date back to the
3rd century BC. At that time it became part
of the Maurya Empire of Ashoka. The port
city of Sopara, north of present-day Mumbai,
was the former commercial hub of India with
links to East Africa, Mesopotamia, Aden and
Kochi.
After the disintegration of the Maurya
Empire, the Shatavahana Empire was
established between 230 BC and 225 AD. In
that time there was the greatest cultural
development. The official language of the
Shatavahana Empire was Maharashtri, from
which the Marathi later developed. In 90 BC,
Vedishri, the son of Shatavahana King
Satakarni, made the town of Junnar, 19 km
north of Pune, the capital of the empire.

The former Portuguese colony of Goa today
is considered to be the most westernized
state of India. The years of Portuguese
influence have given Goa its own unique
charm. Its hippie goan culture has made it
into the most popular vacation destination
amongst the tourists and travelers of all age
groups. The beautiful state of Goa has its
own magnetic charm, and its roots can be
traced back to its culture. Goa is the place of
Beaches, Music, Sea Games & Beautiful
Heritage Churches & Temples.

The ruler Gautamiputra Satkarni (also called
Shalivahan) created the SakaCalendar,
which according to The Christian calendar
does not begin until the year 78. This is still
partly used by the population of
Maharashtra. The Shatavahana empire
gradually disintegrated in the third century.

We all love the culture in Goa, right from the
food they serve, to the open-mindedness of
the people of Goa. The language they
speak, the architecture of their buildings,
their heritage, and the ethnicity together
build up the unique vibe of Goa.

In the eastern part of Maharashtra, the rulers
of the Vakataka dynasty ruled from 250 to
525 AD. During this period, the development
of art, religion and technology flourished.
Later in the 8th century, the region fell under
the rule of the Rashtrakuta, who were
expelled by the Chalukya in 973 AD.

___________________________________
About the history of Maharashtra and
Goa

They were followed by the Yadava from
Daulatabad. In the early 14th century, the
Yadava were overthrown by The Muslim

___________________________________
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forces from the north. After that, the region
was administered by various Dekkan
sultanates.
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During this time, the Dutch became the main
opponent in Asia. Pradesh and Hyderabad
expanded and on May 1, 1960 divided along
the language border into the states of
Gujarat and Maharashtra.

Bombay Province in British India was formed
in 1937 from part of the former Presidency of
Bombay. After India became independent in
1947, numerous princely states (including
Idar, Rajpipla and the United Deccan States)
were united with the province to the state of
Bombay. In 1956, the state became known
as part of the State Reorganization Act
through the incorporation of Kachchh,
Saurashtra and parts of Madhya.

Goa: Goa's documented history dates back
to the 3rd century BC, when the local rulers,
including the Bhojas, who resided in
Chandrapura in the south of Goa, were
submissive to the Maurya Empire. By this
time it was already to the Greeks While the
possessions on the Malabar coast were
completely lost until 1663, Goa was able to
withstand the Dutch attacks of 1603 and
1639.

The Greek geographer Ptolemy described
the coastal area of today's Goa in the 2nd
century AD under the name Nelkinda.
Between 973 and 1237, Goa was the center
of an independent empire. After various
changes of power, the Aera of the
Portuguese colonial period began in 1510,
which lasted until 1961. In the 16th century,
a Portuguese merchant fleet coming from
Lisbon arrived in Goa almost every year.

Nevertheless, the loss of significance of the
former "Golden Goas" could no longer be
stopped with the decline of Portugal.
Napoleon's Egyptian campaign (1798-1801)
was aimed at conquering British and
Portuguese possessions in India. The British
offered their protection to Portugal, now
unable to defend its empire alone, and
occupied Goa from 1799 to 1813. Only at
their pressure did the Inquisition be
abolished in 1814. The proclamation of the
Republic in Portugal on 5 October 1910 led
to freedom of belief for Goa. For the first time
since the beginning of European rule,
Hindus were allowed to practice their religion
freely. Although the first republic in Portugal
remained unstable and was overthrown
again in 1926, the call for freedom awoke in
Goa and resistance against the colonial
rulers began to stir, following the example of
the freedom movement in British India. After
India's independence in 1947, pressure
increased on Portugal to cede its colonies in
India to India. However, the nationalist
Salazar regime rejected similar calls from
Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru. In
1955, unarmed people stormed the Fort of
Tiracol, raising the Indian flag. Portugal

The administration of Goa was entrusted to
a Governor-General, some of whom also
held the title of Viceroy, who directly
administered all Portuguese possessions in
India and East Africa from Goa until the 18th
century, but whose supremacy was also
under the authority of the governors and
governors of other Portuguese possessions
in Asia.
From 1757 Goa was the center of the colony
of Portuguese India (Estado da'ndia). The
first governor and viceroy Francisco de
Almeida (1505-1509) and his successor
Afonso de Albuquerque (1509-1515) were
influential in the early days of the Portuguese
period. The decline of the colonial power
Portugal began in 1580 with the extinction of
the royal family Avis and the resulting
personal union with Spain (until 1640).
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dismissed the men, and Nehru explained
that the presence of the Portuguese on the
Indian subcontinent was undesirable and led
to a blockade of the Portuguese colonies in
India.
The
government
in
Lisbon,
meanwhile, did not intervene. On December
18, 1961, Indian troops invaded Goa with
about 20 times the power. The Portuguese
and Goan troops fought on a lost post.
Contrary to the order to fight to the last man,
the Portuguese governor, Manuel Antonio
Vassalo e Silva, signed the surrender on 19
December, Goa Liberation Day. The
following year, Goa became an Indian Union
territory. In a referendum in 1967, the Goans
voted against joining the state of
Maharashtra. Eventually, Goa was removed
from the administered territories and
elevated to an independent state of India on
May 30, 1987

c/o Sebastianjude, Lizenz CC BY-SA 3.0
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goa#/media/Da
tei:St_Cajetan_Goa.jpg
The church of St. Cajetan in Velha, Goa,
also dates back to the Portuguese colonial
period. Francis Xavier, regarded by several
Catholics as the patron saint of Goa, is
buried in the Bom Jesus Basilica. Mansions
that were once Portuguese-owned can also
be found in Goa. Examples of ancient Hindu
temple architecture, on the other hand, are
confined to the rural periphery, as Christian
zealots destroyed several temples in the
heartland in the early days of colonial rule.
Very well known is the Mangeshi-Temple
nearby Ponda.

___________________________________
Attractions
___________________________________

Both Maharashtra and Goa have a number
of attractions called. The St. John the
Eloquent Church, Corlim, Goa is also called
‘Sao Joao Facundo Igreja em Corlim, Goa’
in Portuguese. The St. John the Eloquent
Church, Corlim, Goa is popularly called ‘The
Corlim Church’ locally in Goa. The Corlim
Church in Goa is dedicated to St John the
Eloquent and was founded between 1595
and 1610. The side chapel and the
sanctuary at St.John the Eloquent Church,
Corlim were built in 1702. St. John Facundo
was an Argentinian monk. I mentioned this
cause this church was St. Lazarus hospital
established in Corlim in 1530.
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http://www.djoh.net https://www.flickr.com/photos/djoheninde/2
128909122/ CC BY 2.0
Autor: http://www.djoh.net
The wife of Mahatma Gandhi died in this
palace. So we see that the states of
Maharashtra and Goa are definitely worth a
trip. And as our Commander-in-Chief says:

c/o Bryce Edwards CC BY 2.0
Goa-StFrancis-Facade1 - Goa – Wikipedia
___________________________________

“I as Lazarus Union Ambassador of India
will definitely like to welcome each one of
you to our beautiful country ….“

Old forts and castles
___________________________________
Maharashtra has a number of old forts,
which are to be mentioned here only by
name, such as .B The Rajgat Fort, the
Karnala Fort.

(additional Source: wikipedia, search for
Maharshtra and Goa with further links)

The Aga Khan Palace in Pune is considered
a particularly beautiful castle.
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___________________________________

OUR COOKING
RECOMMENDATION

Incredients for Turmeric-Rice
___________________________________

___________________________________
Main Course: Turmeric rice recipe
___________________________________

•

1 tablespoon butter

•

1 tablespoon olive oil

In keeping with our travel tip to India, we
would like to introduce two delicacies from
this country today. First, we want to
introduce a turmeric rice dish.

•

1/4 cup onion finely diced

•

4 cloves garlic minced

•

1 cup jasmine rice rinsed

•

1 and 1/2 cups chicken broth low
sodium

WHAT IS TURMERIC?
Turmeric is a rhizome (a tuber, similar to a
root) like ginger – in fact, turmeric and ginger
are in the same family! The powder made
from the root is bright yellow, and sometimes
used to dye foods. It will stain, so be careful
when working with it! Turmeric is not spicy,
and is often used in curry.

•

1 bay leaf dried

•

salt to taste

•

pepper to taste

•

1 and 1/2 teaspoon turmeric

___________________________________
Preparation
___________________________________

WHAT ARE THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF
TURMERIC?
The jury is out on exactly how healthy
turmeric is. Turmeric contains Curcumin
which is an anti-inflammatory and antioxidant. These are great for many things –
boosts brain function, fights heart disease
and cancer. However, turmeric only contains
3% curcumin, and the body doesn’t absorb
curcumin very well. But whether or not
turmeric has miraculous medical powers,
you can still feel good about adding it to your
food!
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1. Rinse rice until water runs clear, drain.
2. In a medium saucepan over medium heat,
add olive oil and butter.
3. When butter is melted, add onion and
garlic, saute until softened.
4. Add rice and turmeric. Stir until combined.
Add chicken broth and bay leaf, cover pan.
Increase heat and bring to a boil.
5. Reduce heat, allow to simmer 15-20
minutes, or until liquid is absorbed. Remove
from heat and allow to sit for 5 minutes.
Remove bay leaf, fluff with a fork and serve.
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___________________________________
Ingrdients
___________________________________

•

1 kg carrot

•

¼ cup ghee / clarified butter

•

10 cashew / kaju, chopped

•

10 almonds / badam, chopped

•

3 cup milk

•

¾ cup sugar

•

½ cup khoya / mawa

•

¼ tsp cardamom powder

___________________________________
Preparation
___________________________________

1. Firstly, peel the skin of carrot and grate
finely. keep aside. traditionally, delhi carrot is
used to prepare halwa.
2. In a large Pan heat ¼ cup ghee and fry 10
cashew, 10 almonds.

___________________________________

3. Fry until it turns golden brown. keep aside.
Dessert: Carrot-Halwa-Dessert
___________________________________

4. In the same ghee add grated carrot and
saute well.
5. Saute for 5 minutes or until it changes
colour slightly.

An easy and tasty super popular indian
sweet recipe made with grated carrot, milk
and sugar. This is one of the easy and tasty
dessert recipes which can be prepared and
attempted by any enthusiastic cook. It is
typically served warm with the topping of
mava / khoya, but can also be served with
vanilla ice cream scoop.

6. Now pour 3 cup milk and give a good stir.
7. Boil for 10 minutes stirring occasionally.
8. Continue to boil until the carrots are
cooked well and milk reduces
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9. Once the milk thickens completely, add ¾
cup sugar.
10. Mix well and cook until the sugar
dissolves and thickens.
11. Cook until the halwa thickens and ghee
releases from sides.
12. Now turn off the flame and ½ cup khoya,
¼ tsp cardamom powder and fried nuts.
13. Mix well making sure everything is well
combined.
14. Finally, enjoy gajar ka halwa or carrot
halwa chilled or warm.
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OUR BOOK
RECOMMANDATION
___________________________________
The Lark of Heaven (German: Die
Lerche des Himmels)
by Julia Oltmanns
(A book written in German language)
___________________________________
City of Leer (Germany) around 1600: Silvana
dreams of travelling to France to unravel the
mystery of engraving on her lute. She is a
wild girl who loves singing and dancing.
When Jacob, the son of Mennonite linen
shipowners, falls in love with Silvana, there
is an outcry. After an intrigue, she travels to
Provence with a juggler troupe.
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Pulver, the male main part was played by
Harald Leipnitz.

As the "lark of heaven", she enchants
people. It is the beginning of a new life and
a journey into the past...

Anneliese, a descendant of Comtesse
Franziska and Countess Charlotte, is the
daughter of a hotel owner in Spessart. The
young woman is currently planning her
wedding to her fiancé Frank, an American
officer of German origin, when he is
surprisingly summoned back to the US for a
spying affair in the middle of the wedding
preparations.

The author Jutta Oltmanns knows how to
captivate the readers. Written lightly and
fluently, it is a pleasure to follow the story of
the protagonist Silvana. The novel will
inspire all those who do not attach so much
importance to detailed historical background
information. Even without "history lesson" a
recommendable novel.

The celebration threatens to burst. The
robbers from the "Wirtshaus im Spessart",
who have been in space in a landing capsule
for more than five years because a nozzle is
jammed, find out that they can repair it. They
then land on the roof of the Spessart hotel,
where they meet Anneliese. They are helpful
and want to fly the young woman with the
landing capsule to America to her fiancé.
However, they cannot operate the controls
properly and are hurled through time, which
means that they go through different epochs
of the past and the future.

Presentation of the novel courtesy of
Wilhelm Heyne Verlag, Munich, in the
publishing group Random House GmbH,
Munich; ISBN: 978-3-453- 42172-1

OUR FILM
RECOMMENDATION

First they ended up with the historic
Germans, the minstrels and also in the Thirty
Years' War. In each of these times, Anni
meets her fiancé, but loses him to the
military every time. Later in the future, when
the travel companions are looking for a
rocket technician because of the jammed
nozzle, they meet the now many years old
couple Anni and Frank, who, against all
odds, was able to carry out the planned
wedding and now has three sons.

Dear comrades, already in the previous
editions we have presented films that were
shot partly or completely on our Titualarburg
Castle Kreuzenstein.
We want to follow this tradition with this
edition and present a film, the exterior shots
of which were partly shot on "our" castle. It is
the German film "Herrliche Zeiten im
Spessart", a 1967 film comedy directed by
Kurt Hoffmann.

During a test trip in the space capsule, time
turns back again, the accompanying Frank
gets younger and younger, until after a short
detour over the children's time the timely
landing takes place. Frank's memories have
also run back, so he can't remember his long
life after the wedding: he thinks dryly when

The plot loosely follows on from the previous
films Das Wirtshaus im Spessart and Das
Spukschloss im Spessart, which were also
directed by Hoffmann in 1958 and 1960. The
main role was again given to Liselotte
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Anni, whose memory lasts, happily tells him
about their three sons together that she is a
nice girl, but unfortunately a little crazy. But
the ghosts have accomplished the good
work they have demanded, and are now
redeemed.
The castle as a whole and the inner
courtyard of the castle can be clearly seen in
some settings of the movie. If you want to
see a funny german movie with a historical
building, this film is recommended.

Source:
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herrliche_Zeite
n _im_Spessart

England. Many of the so-called feudal lords
had strong mounted armies.
But why did the Normans go to England?
This invasion was a pure feudal war. The
vassals of the Count of Normandy William
waged war in England only because they
had been promised land and titles if the
company were to end victoriously.
Since William of Normandy had a strong
mounted army, but the soldiers of King
Harald fought only on foot, the Battle of
Hastings was soon decided in favor of the
Normans. Soon after, ceremonies were
introduced in which bravely fighting mounted
soldiers were knighted.

___________________________________
The social status and life of Knights
___________________________________

OUR EXCURSION
INTO THE PAST
___________________________________
The origins of knighthood
___________________________________
The development of knighthood among the
Normans
As is perhaps known, England was
conquered in 1066 by the Normans, who in
turn go back to The Vikings, who had been
promised land in France in 911. The
Normans used heavy horsemanship in their
wars and introduced a fiefdom in France,
which exercised power from the upper class.
This system of domination was then
transported there with the conquest of
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Soon after the introduction of formal
ceremonies for the appointment of knights,
the knighthood became an important
building block in the social fabric, which
included both the rich barons with their
lands, as well as poorer mounted warriors,
who could not afford to become knights and
therefore remained squires.
The knighthood was thus an elite over other
classes. But within the knighthood, everyone
was equal. The knighthood was a reward for
the brave warriors. However, only one knight
could elevate another warrior to knighthood.
Through their use as warriors, many knights
were able to acquire land and pass on larger
territories to their descendants.
On the other hand knighthood could be
inherited, i.e. a warrior could only become a
knight if his ancestors were already knights.
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However, the Emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire could allow exceptions to this.

of his training as a knight as a page, either
at home or in another noble house.

In France and Germany it was also common
for the knighthood to be bought. This also
had financial advantages, because knights
were exempt from tax liability. Since Knights
enjoyed the luxury of feudal lords, they had
more free time than duties.

This life as a page lasted 7years. At the time
of 14, the boy then served another knight as
a squire. The training of the miner was
carried out by other squires. So the miners
learned to ride, lance stinging on a target,
lance stinging on suspended rings,
wrestling, running and other types of sport.

When there was no war, they lived on their
on a large foot, living on the proceeds that
the peasants made for them. So knights
could go hunting or travel around the country
to participate in knight tournaments. Further
education in the fields of music and literature
was also on the agenda.

When practicing with a lance and a target, a
dummy was mounted on a turning position
and had a shield in his hands. The page had
to hit the shied with his lance, so that the
dummy turned. The page had to be careful
that he was not hit from behind by the
rotating frame.

Since the knights also saw themselves as
something better, they adopted a code of
honour over time. Since their code of honour
also included the service of Christianity, the
knights were regarded by the Church as
defenders of the Christian faith or as soldiers
of Christ. On the other hand, the purchase
costs for the equipment as knights were so
high that poor warriors could not afford to be
knighted.
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
2.0 Generic license.

But even those who could afford it were not
easily knighted. Rowdies were not allowed.
In Germany, it was also forbidden by decree
of 1152 to elevate peasants to the
knighthood.
___________________________________

The pages also learned to fight with the
sword. They also went hunting.

The road to become a knight The live as a page
___________________________________
Basically, the son of a knight was brought up
to knighthood from the time of his birth. The
boy lived with his mother until he was 7 years
old. At the age of 7, he began his first steps
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Afterwards, they also had to learn how to
prepare the slain game. But by looking, they
also learned what tasks they would face as
they got a little older, such as serving at the
table, cleaning the weapons and armor.
From the squire, the pages also learned the
kind of courtly singing and dancing, playing
on harps and whistles.
But they also had to learn foreign languages
such as Latin and French. If a boy was
unwilling to help, the squires were allowed to
chastise him. But the pages also had a
pleasant time when they were with the ladies
of the household, who also taught them
courtly manners as well as dancing and
writing. But hygiene was also on the learning
plan.
During their apprenticeship as a page, the
boys were often sent to the court of their
father's superior. There they learned in
company from other squires.
In the following issue we will report on life as
a squire.

SOF SUPPORTS
RESIDENCE OF
NUNS IN SPAIN
AND VICTIMS OF A
THYPOON ON THE
PHILIPPINES
Our special unit Sword of Freedom has once
again become a charitable force and has
supported a residence of the nuns of
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Tomelloso. Together with the school Wushu
Tai Chi / Meditation and educational selfdefense Tomelloso and the Zunix Company
of Tomelloso. 900 kg of cheese had already
been donated in the last few months.

A severe typhoon recently raged in Brgy
Paltok, Philippines, destroying the homes of
many families. The two SOF comrades
Bobby Bridges, a well-known international
boxing judge and the actor Andy Kunz were
able to distribute about a hundred help
packages to affected families
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